October 12, 2017
Dear friend and newsletter subscriber,
We have several non‐terrible things to share with you. Beginning with—ah we’re so excited!—L/L’s first
ever audiobook! Narrated by Jim himself, it is an . . .

Audiobook of Living the Law of One 101: The Choice
One of Jim’s passions the past two years has been recording (and in some instances, re‐recording) all of
L/L Research’s library to be published as audiobooks. It has been a long but enjoyable process learning
about recording and producing audiobooks, and we can’t wait to share the rest of the L/L Research
archive (including the Ra Contact). This will be the first of many. Keep an eye out in 2018 and beyond for
more.
Living the Law of One 101: The Choice is available through Audible.com. You can receive the audiobook
for free with a free Audible trial.
https://www.audible.com/pd/Religion‐Spirituality/Living‐the‐Law‐of‐One‐101‐Audiobook/B075313LTV/

Jim’s Interview for Suzanna Miller’s Podcast: Blissrunner
Jim was recently interviewed for Blissrunner, the still relatively young but incredible podcast of Suzanna
Miller. After asking Jim about L/L's history, Suzanna moves into exploration of sexual energy transfer as
discussed in the Law of One material, a significant topic the books. Indeed it even powered the Ra
contact. The Blissrunner podcast is an excellent, eloquent exploration of liberated, consciousness‐based
sexuality.
Podcast: https://www.blissrunner.com/episode‐13‐sexual‐energy‐transfer‐jim‐mccarty/
Transcript: http://www.llresearch.org/interviews/interview_2017_0805.aspx

Jim’s Interview for Kevin Moore’s The MooreShow
Jim was recently interviewed as well for the UK‐based The Moore Show hosted by Kevin Moore. Moore
is also working on a documentary called "They Call Us Channelers" that will include an on‐camera
interview with Jim as well.
Transcript: http://www.llresearch.org/interviews/interview_2017_0714.aspx
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=myQyzG4mWrY&feature=youtu.be

The Space Between Stories Workshop
Thanks to the co‐sponsorship of Beatriz Gonzales and Jim McCarty, Gary and Austin had the opportunity
to spend a week at the “Space Between Stories” workshop led by Charles Eisenstein at the Omega
Institute. It was an extraordinary experience that was magical not in the generic sense of being special,
but magical in the sense of being utterly magical. Other terms includes transformative, beautiful, and
heart‐opening.

Among its consequences, the experience helped to open their hearts more fully to the ongoing birth of
fourth density. Gary’s account of that journey is available as a PDF here.

Jim Speaking at The Arlington Institute November 18
Hosted by The Arlington Institute, Jim will speak at the Berkeley Springs “Transition Talks” on Saturday,
November 18, in Berkely Springs, WV. http://transitiontalks.org/

Homecoming Gatherings Changes
For the first time in L/L Research history we had to close registration to the annual Homecoming
Gathering due to reaching max capacity. Not only did we have to close it, but we had to do so just a
week after opening registration. And then 16 names accumulated on a wait list. We could hardly believe
it. It’s as if something has happened or changed in the past year, but we just can’t put our fingers on
what that might be . . .
We anticipate that demand will continue to exceed supply, so we’ve gone back to the drawing board to
determine how best to meet this new need and move through these growing pains. If interested, a
summary of the changes follows:
1) Holding a second event
So long as the demand stays strong, we are going to look into holding a second event off‐site.
For 2018, that second event will likely, fingers crossed, be in Asheville, NC, probably around
springtime.
2) Pre‐registration
Dedicated volunteers, translators, and local meditation members will have access to the pre‐
registration.
3) Holding ratio of seats old/new
To ensure that new people have a chance to come, we will hold a percentage for newbies,
probably a quarter. If the balance ever shifts, then we’ll guard seats for alumni.
4) Redesign of the curriculum
We’re going to retain the modifications we made, including the “circle convenes” portion first
thing in the morning, and especially the group exercises. We received high positive feedback
about the group exercises. Still considering the new style of the round robin.
5) Cost
The cost has been the same since the GBean era of Homecomings launched in 2005. We may
have to increase tuition and/or food a bit the next time around.
Homecoming 2017 was a first in multiple respects: first time everyone wore pants and long sleeves for
part of it! Hurricane Harvey brought literally over 24 hours of uninterrupted rain and cold. First time
everyone had to use the amp to compete with the rain pounding the tent roof. First time we faced
standing water in the tent. First time we expanded the tent from 30x30 to 40x40. First time we had to
close registration. First time a wait list of 16 people. First to use floor seating with meditation cushions.
First to finally upgrade our little computer monitor perched on top of two boxes over to a flat screen TV

for visual presentations. First time the “clitoris” was mentioned in the circle—the gift of our friend,
Suzanna Miller, who spoke brilliantly via Skype about ecstatic sexual energy.
First time a skit was performed. First time group exercises were built into the schedule (thanks to what
Gary and Austin picked up at Eisenstein’s “Space Between Stories” workshop at Omega). They were a
raging success. First time we stopped going clockwise around the circle for the round robin and instead
switched it up by the person speaking randomly choosing the next one. First time the circle convened in
advance of the morning presentations to do a quick and fun check‐in (also a transplant from Omega).
First where a dedicated kitchen crew took care of nearly all the food prep and breakdown (thank the
Gods for Trisha Bean, and for Tasha (Jeremy’s wife) who became her companion). And first time
Asheville, NC was in attendance!
But however many firsts, or seconds, or one hundredths, it was a very, very beautiful experience. One
where we connected freely in the heart and found the magic that exists always between us. One where
we felt family.
During Gary’s presentation he asked how many people felt that a new world was being born. All hands
rose. How many wanted to see a new world? All hands rose. And when asked how many feel that they
are here at this time to assist with and participate in that birth? Again, all hands.
In pockets all around the world, it is happening.

Happy wanderings,
L/L Research
*Not pants’ pockets. Though great things happen there too.
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